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We report a rare variant of generalized granuloma annulare (GGA) in a 62-year-old male patient. 
The patient presented with large, annular, violaceous patches on the upper arms and thighs. Hi-
stological findings were consistent with interstitial granuloma annulare. In addition, high titers of 
Epstein-Barr Viral Capsid Antigen (EBV VCA) and EBV Nuclear Antigen (EBVNA) antibodies were 
found. In-situ hybridization did not reveal EBV RNA in the skin lesions. Immune dysregulation in the 
setting of chronic EBV infection has been suggested as a contributing factor to the development of 
this rare variant of GGA.

Introduction
lesion that most often presents as dermal papules and 

granuloma annulare, the generalized form typically 

affects an older population, has a more protracted 

course, can involve any area of the skin, and shows 

ing the papular component that is often seen in classic 
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Case Report

yellow macules on his upper thighs and arms, but then 

slowly spread centrifugally to form wide circinate, 

red patches up to 15 cm in diameter were present on 

liver function tests, glycosylated hemoglobin, triglyc

matoid factor, peripheral blood circulating lympho

A biopsy from the advancing edge of a patch on the 

lymphocytes, histiocytes, and occasional multinuclear 

Figure 1a. Large, annular, bluish-red patches on 
the upperthighs resembling erythema annulare 
centrifugum.

Figure 2a. Interstitial infiltrate of lymphocytes and 
histiocytes with areas of degenerated collagen 
(hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification ×10).

Figure 1b. Brownish-yellow hue at the edge of the 
patch on the left thigh.

Figure 2b. Fair amount of mucin present in the 
areas of degenerated collagen (colloidal iron, 
original magnification ×20).
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colloidal iron stain demonstrated a moderate amount 

Discussion

scribed a patient with an annular lesion that resembled 

of necrobiosis, mucin deposition, and a lymphohistio

Laboratory data revealed 1% atypical lymphocytes, el

this idea because he was able to demonstrate vasculitic 

disease and connective tissue disease in these patients 

suggests that an underlying autoimmune phenomenon 

IV delayed hypersensitivity reaction to local or sys

vided convincing evidence of this, as they were able 

+

hypersensitivity reaction by inducing macrophage 

milieu could account for the classic histopathological 

picture—a necrobiotic core surrounded by a lympho

ter event is of particular interest because viral infec

able to recall a history of a viral prodrome, he had a 

ever, suggesting that this patient was most likely a 

directed against viral structural proteins and antigens 

is important for the diagnosis of infection, the cellular 

immune response is more important for the control of 

ate a cellular immune response by secreting cytokines 

ruses, is able to encode several cellular homologs that 

marrow macrophage progenitor cells and stimulate 

lease from mononuclear cells and ultimately an im

There is always the possibility that this patient’s clini

immune dysregulation and in some way alter the mor
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